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WELCOME
to your time capsule 

project guide!

We are currently living through a strange
time in history...

 
So let's make art about it! 

 
This guide is full of activities and crafts that
you will be putting into a time capsule and

opening up in ten years!
 

Ready to get creative?



Instructions
Let's start with the basics

A box (plastic or metal work best--
this will be your time capsule!)

This guidebook (print me out or keep
me digital!)

Any craft materials that are already
in your house. Paper, pencils, markers,

stickers, glue, glitter--all hands on
deck!

Supplies You Will Need:

 

 

 



Instructions

We recommend doing one or two pages of
this booklet everyday and keeping your

completed projects either in your chosen box
or somewhere safe to later be put into your

time capsule.
 

Invite friends and family to have fun with this
project, and be sure to share your progress

with us on social media!

Cont.
Let's get creative!

@dannysplace_ys



Whose Time

Capsule is This?

Names       Ages       Favorite Movie

This page will go inside of your time capsule!



Decoration

Station
Remember the craft supplies we

mentioned earlier?

Using any creative materials in your
home, make this time capsule your own.

Put your family name on it, splatter-
paint it, cover it in stickers--put your

creative flair into it!
 

Note: If you do choose to bury the time capsule,
please be mindful of the material you are using
on the outside of the capsule for environmental

reasons!
 



Draw Your Day

Show future-you some of the ways you
spend your time!

D A N N Y ' S  P L A C E



Create a Collage

Here's how to make a collage to
honor this unique time in your life!

 
 Supplies: 

magazines, newspapers, scissors, glue

Instructions

Using magazines and newspapers,
Find images that are relevant to what is
going on in the world today. Cut them

out and arrange your collage on the next
page--then glue it all down to finish the

project!
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My Quarantine Collage
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Design a celebratory ribbon to put into
your time capsule!

Supplies: 
Scissors, glue, colored pencils or markers

D A N N Y ' S  P L A C E

Instructions

Color in the template on the next page and
cut out the shapes (or recreate the template
on a separate sheet of paper). Glue all the

pieces together to form your ribbon, and add
any extra creative touches as needed!

"Lived Through Corona"

Ribbon



Stay at

Home

Hero!

D A N N Y ' S  P L A C E

Preview of
the 
final
product:



Quarantine

Haiku
What is a Haiku?
A haiku is a Japanese poem that is only three
lines long and contains 17 syllables.  
 
The first line has five syllables, the second line
has seven, and the last has five.
 
Here's an example:

I woke up at noon
And ate sunny side up eggs,
Burnt toast on the side.
 
Write a few quarantine themed

haikus of your own on the next

page!



My Quarantine in Haikus

________________________________

___________________________________________

____________________________

________________________________

___________________________________________

____________________________

________________________________

___________________________________________

____________________________



Sentimental

Scavenger Hunt!
Search around your house for objects that
represent this time in your life--use the

following list as inspiration:

Family photo

Old homework

Empty roll of toilet paper

Holiday decorations from the
last holiday you celebrated



Quarantine

Contemplation
Here you can reflect on some pros and cons

of your quarantine experience:

Q
u
a
r
a
n
t
i
n
e

PROS CONS
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Ten Wishes for Ten Years
Write down your wishes for the next ten
years then cut into strips for your capsule!



Congratulations

You've made it to the end of this
time capsule guide! How does it

feel to be part of 
 

What Now?

Collect all your crafts, scavenger
hunt objects, and filled out pages
from this guide to put them in

your chosen time capsule
container!



Next Steps:
Time to put away your time capsule!

This could mean burying it in your yard
or keeping it stored in the basement or

shed.
 

Ask a family member to set a digital
reminder for 10 years--so you can open

up your time capsule again!
 

Be sure to share your finished time capsule
with us on social media! Tag us
@dannysplace_ys on Instagram!


